Control of poorly soluble drug dissolution in conditions simulating the gastrointestinal tract flow. 1. Effect of tablet geometry in buffered medium.
The dissolution rate of a solid drug from the gastrointestinal (GI) tract is affected by the properties and flow dynamics of the liquid medium surrounding the tablet, as well as by the chemical nature of the drug. In this study, naproxen was used as a poorly soluble model drug. The dissolution medium was buffered with acetate, citrate, or phosphate buffer of varied concentrations and pH. GI flow conditions around a stationary tablet were simulated in a laminar flow device by anchoring the tablet on the floor of its channel having a rectangular cross section. Fresh, buffered solution was passed across the tablet and the effluent was collected for analysis and calculation of the dissolution rate. The dissolution rate was found to vary nonlinearly with the exposed tablet height, reaching a maximum at a tablet height approximately half the channel height. This maximum rate was attributed to an optimal combination of (1) eddy mixing and local turbulence generated by the flow impingement on the bluff object (tablet) and (2) the exposed tablet surface area available for dissolution. This effect was further confirmed by using dye-enhanced visual analysis of flow patterns at varied flow rates and exposed tablet heights. Elevation of the tablet to approximately the channel half-height significantly magnified the dissolution rate increase observed on exposure to buffered medium. Thus, tablet height and exposed surface area are major factors in determining dissolution rate, especially in conditions where the dissolving species reacts with the solvent. These results suggest that standard in vitro dissolution rate methods do not qualitatively indicate incremental changes in rate with altered tablet geometry or dissolution medium.